ARRESTED DEVELOPMENT

The Main Cast

1) Who is this actor, and what character does he play on Arrested Development?

2) He got his start in acting as a child star on what classic TV series?

3) In The Break-Up, his realtor character tries to assuage the pain of his friends’ divorce by saying that there’s a certain something special he’d like do for him. What is it—and what is his immediate qualification of that offer?

4) What music video for a Grammy-winning band did he appear in last year as a scruffy banjo player (and banjo-smasher), and who were his costars?

5) Who is this actor, and what character(s) does he play on Arrested Development?
6) Netflix isn’t the only streaming video service that this actor is found on. What streaming video service will host the recently greenlit new series Transparent? For bonus points, what revelation about this actor’s character will drive the main plot of the show?

7) This actor also does voice work, notably on Adult Swim’s China, IL as Professor Cakes. Who created that show, along with a video making a number of unlikely claims about George Washington?

8) Who is this actor, and what character does she play on Arrested Development?

9) This actor is apparently good at portraying slightly insane, alcoholic mothers. What similar character does she play on an FX show?

10) What is notably relevant about one of her character’s major love interests on this show?

11) This actress was cast opposite Clint Eastwood in what awesome 70’s movie which culminates in her attempting to stab him with a butcher knife?
12) Who is this actor, and what character does he play on Arrested Development? (For bonus points, include both the name the character goes by, and his full name.)

13) A catchphrase of his character on Arrested Development managed to make it into the actor’s recent role of Batman in The Lego Movie. What was it?

14) On “30 Rock,” Jack Donaghy attempts to exploit his character’s personal inclination for what (or, more properly, whom) during their network power struggles?

15) Who is this actor, and what character does she play on Arrested Development?

16) Her spouse recently broke a world record. What was it? For bonus points, who held the record before that?

17) Her character in Arrested Development isn’t the only role this actress has had playing self obsessed women. What does Veronica Palmer do to her sister in “Better off Ted” in order to remain the thinner of the two?
18) Who is this actor, and what character does he play on Arrested Development?

19) When he appeared on Modern Family, he played an incumbent on the town council. Who was his opponent in that race, and what, specifically, was the issue that prompted her to run for office?

20) In an interview with *Playboy*, what did this actor admit to doing at his table during the 2009 White House Correspondents Dinner, while President Barack Obama was in the room?

21) Who is this actor, and what character does he play on Arrested Development? (For bonus points, include both the name the character goes by, and his full name.)

22) This actor has won a Primetime Emmy for his performance as Gary, the Vice President’s bagman, on HBO’s *Veep*. What profession is Gary’s girlfriend Dana in?

23) In March 2014, this actor, along with Firefly alumnus Nathan Fillion, made an unannounced visit to what cable tv comedy show? The host of this show has also starred in a sitcom of his own; who is the host and what was his other show?
24) Who is this actor, and what character does he play on Arrested Development?

25) Finding that “the power of love” is not sufficient to defeat Gideon, what does Scott Pilgrim (as played by this actor) use to win the final confrontation?

26) At what movie’s romantic climax can you see this actor’s testicles dangling just out of the bottom of his yellow track shorts?

27) In what movie does this actor spank Rihanna before being impaled by a lamp post?

28) Who is this actor, and what character does she play on Arrested Development?

29) In the movie “Whip It,” why does this actress’s character Page get arrested, and why does this endanger her friendship with Bliss?

30) Moving from comedy to drama, this actress played a rape survivor in what show? What other Arrested Development actor appeared in that very episode? For bonus points, due to a recent Kickstarter effort, what might this show have in common with Arrested Development?
The Bit Players

31) Actors Terry Crews and Isaiah Mustafa have both publicly expressed an interest in playing the Marvel character Luke Cage. What else do the careers of these two have in common?

32) What cameo role did Amy Poehler have in an episode of 30 Rock?

33) What play, featuring the exploits of Miss Mona Stangley, was Tommy Tune’s broadway directorial debut?

34) Hank Zipzer, the world’s greatest underachiever, shares what trait in common with his creator, Henry Winkler?

35) Ben Stiller’s production company “Red Hour” is named after his favorite episode of what tv show?

36) During a news broadcast in 1987, a mentally disturbed man took commentator and consumer advocate David Horowitz hostage at gun point. What recurring Arrested Development cast member heroically seized the gun and ended the standoff, and what was that individual doing in a newsroom at the time?

37) Beyond playing Ann Veal, Mae Whitman has had a successful career as a voice talent for video games. What secret character from Final Fantasy VII has she voiced in two separate games?

38) The name of one actress who had a recurring role on Arrested Development may remind you of a certain “affair”, and it should. She’s a distant relative of the man at the center of a controversy that nearly plunged turn of the 20th century France into civil war. For one point each, who is this actress, who is her relative, and what political event are we talking about?

39) Even though she was already a famous star of stage and screen, Liza Minelli was convinced to appear in Arrested Development due to a personal connection with Ron Howard. What is that connection?

40) Scott Baio might be “in charge” of the courtroom as his character on Arrested Development, but in what film did he simply play himself?
41) Judy Greer has played two completely different characters on the same show, both times portraying a love interest of one of the stars. What show?

**The Show Itself**

42) How did the stress of prison thwart Oscar Bluth’s plan to prove he was not George Sr., after he was mistaken for his fugitive brother?

43) What role did George Michael play in the Living Classics Pageant?

44) Tobias inadvertently becomes head of a prison gang after the inmates believe he had killed what prisoner? What do the members of the gang call themselves?

45) What was Lindsay’s superlative in her high school yearbook?

46) Who does Michael Bluth suspect owns the company that purchased a majority of the Bluth Company shares? For bonus points, who does own that company, and why is it named what it is?

47) Attorney Wayne Jarvis does not find buffoonery amusing. He was once voted the worst audience participant of what whimsical circus?

48) As a child, what did Buster believe was his housekeeper’s “favorite toy”?

49) What was shown to demonstrate how Rita Leeds looked “before plastic surgery”?

50) What was the subtext behind George Sr. saying how the Home Builders Organization wasn’t going to be supporting the Bluth corporation?

51) When posing as a studio executive, what exclamation did Maebry use to reply to people who told her that she looked young? What did she say to the security guard who thought she looked older?
52) What phonetically difficult website would you go to if you wanted to learn about the legal career of Scott Baio’s character?

53) Complete the song:

It ain’t easy being ________,
It ain’t easy being ________!
All this ________ to be ________,
I got ________ all over ________!

54) Give any way this phrase is completed in the show: “I’m here! I’m Queer! ________”

55) Given how Ron Howard names his children, what can we assume about Rebel Alley? For bonus points (and a touch of “awww”), whom might we logically assume he conceived this “love child” with, and why?

56) What business did Lindsay create to allow parents to see “grown-up” images of their children?

57) The actor who plays George Michael has often been confused with another Hollywood actor, due to a physical resemblance between them. How is this resemblance referenced in Arrested Development’s fourth season?

58) In his (unsuccessful) attempt not to be sued for copyright infringement, what alternate names does Tobias give to the Thing, the Human Torch, and the Invisible Woman?

59) “Star Wars Day”, first publicly celebrated in 2011, shares a day with what fictitious holiday formed by the Bluth family to keep their domestic staff at work? (Just for fun,. why is that particular day “Star Wars Day”?)

60) Clearly out of practice in the time between seasons, what was Tobias found doing for the first time in five years in a men’s bathroom?

61) Last, but certainly not least, what, according to the narrator, was notable about Lucille addressing Tobias as “anustart”? 